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A&S Starts Self-Study Series

Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J. announced Monday the establishment
of a Self-Study group for the Colledge of Arts and Sciences. This implements a plan originally proposed
at the Faculty convocation last Sep-

tember_
According to Fr. Rector, one of
reasons for periodic evaluations of

this division of the University is that
liberal arts colleges, for the most
part, do not have outside accrediting
agencies periodically inspecting them
as do the professional schools.
Hence individual departments and
the entire college have to depend

upon their own initiative and academic conscience to examine their
programs and products every so often.
The last Self-Study, conducted by
the A&S faculty in 1954-55,?was a
massive undertaking, which Involved
scores of faculty members and many
studies, covering such broad areas
as curriculum, faculty, student welfare, libraries and academic faculties.
Students did not participate on
the committees, but a sample of student opinion was taken on a wide
variety of topics.

Some of the resulting reforms of
this study were the Honors program,
the A.B. degree without Latin, a
course in the History of Philosophy,
and a four year Philosophy curriculum instead of a two year one.
One recommendation, not adopted
was the introduction of a mandatory
senior thesis.
Fr. Rector has commissioned the
University Committee on Studies, an
advisory group for the Academic
Vice President, to prepare the
groundwork for this study Tihs
committee consists of Dr. John Berts,
(History), Dr. Robert Carovillano,
(Physics), Dr. Edward Nehls, (Eng-

lish). Dr. Leon Smolinski, (Economics), and Fathers Joseph Devenny,
S.J., and John McCarthy, S. J., deans
of the Graduate School and the College of Arts and Sciences respectively.

The University Committee on Studies recommended that an execu-

tive committee be appointed and
that Dr. John Mahoney, chairman of
the English Dept., be asked to serve
ais director of the Self-Study. Dr.
Mahoney has accepted the president's invitation to head the evaluation committee. Those who have
agreed to serve with him on the
executive committee are Dr. Robert

D.BrenTBa,oJh.n e
Sullivan Award Speaker

Continued on page 2

Kung HParensH
Ad ere;

Optimistic About Ecumenical Unity

Dr. John J. Brennan, Jr., will be
The purpose of this banquet is to
the guest speaker at the seventh bring the students, their fathers and
annual Sullivan Award Banquet to faculty together for a social evening.
be held March 28, at Valle's Steak
Coninued on page 2
House on Route 9.
Dr. Rrennan graduated from the
College of Business Administration,
and received his M.A. and D.S.C.
from the Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration. He is a
former President of the Boston College Alumni Association and is currently a director of that organization.
The Sullivan Award is presented
each year at this dinner to a senior
in the College of Business Administration, who in the judgement of
his classmates and a faculty committee, is considered outstanding in
character and achievement.

'

The Award, a gift of the Studenl
Senate, is named after the Reverend
James D Sullivan, S. J., Fr. Sullivan
was Dean of the Business school
from 1949 to 1953.

Carovillano, Father McCarthy, Dr.
Donald White of the Economics Dept.
Father Michael Walsh, "ex officio,"
and Father Charles Donovan, as
chairman. The University Committee
on Studies also recommended that
faculty members be elected to an
advisory committee which will meet
periodically with the Executive Committee.
It is the hope of the executive
committee that
an outstanding
scholar-administrator from another
college or university can be persuaded to serve as a detached consul-

By

Dennis

Vaughan

Father Hans Kung, famous Swiss change of opinion partially to the re- Iby the Council fathers. The dangertheologian, held a press conference jection of all "dangerous initiatives" ous initiatives, the young theologian
here at B.C. last Sunday.
said, would have been appeals for
the "shutting of doors" in doctrine.
Fr. Kung, who has created a world
During the first session of the
wide stir with his book, "The CounVatican Council, Fr. Kung was
cil, Reform and Reunion", arrived
theological advisor to the Bishop of
In this country for his first visit on
Rottenburg. He was appointed "pariMarch 9. While in the country, Fr
tus" expert, by Pope John in NovKung will make a nationwide speakember,
1962.
ing tour, returning to B.C. on March
Born in Lucerne, Switzerland, in
21, for the Candlemass Lecture, and
1928, Fr. Kung is now Professor of
on April 15 for the Boston College
Theology at the University of TubinTheological Conference.
gen, Germany.
Christian Unity, the goal of the
While on tour in this country,
Kung's
movement,
ecumenical
is Fr.
Kung
Fr.
will speak at Catholic and
main interest. Fr. Charles Donovan,
secular universities, at seminaries
S.J., academic vice-president, inand divinity schools. Fr. Francis X.
troduced Fr. Kung to reporters from
Sweeney, S. C, director of the Huvarious Boston area papers. Photogmanities Series, is handling
the
raphers filmed the press conference
Kung
speaking tour
Fr.
Hans
for local T.V.

I

stations,

Fr.

#

Dr. Brennan

Kung was asked to explain
his statement that he is now optimistic about the opportunities for Christian unity that may come out of the
Vatican Council. He stated that previous to the first session of the
Council, called by Pope John XXIII
to study the possibility of making
the Church more attractive to nonCatholic sects, it was difficult to
foresee the attitudes of the 2500
bishops toward the idea. However,
in this interim between the first and
second sessions of the Council, Fr.
Kung feels that the episcopate, including even those who are not well
acquainted
with the
"separated
brethen", have shown great unity
and are determined to do what they
can to carry out Pope John's ideas.
"Another aspect of this unity," Fr.
Kung said in answer to a reporter's
question, "was the disappearance of
the misunderstanding on the part of
the European
episcopate toward
American bishops. Previously, it had
been speculated that there would be
some difference of intention between the Old World bishops and
the New World espiscopate.

Coiieen of Ike
rrloran, Education 64

Week

A major aspect of the Council, according to Fr. Kung, is the attendance of observers representing
other faiths. Particularly encouraging is the presence of the Russians,
a tribute to the courage of Pope
John.
Fr. Kung, who previously had
been pessimistic about the possibilities for the Council, attributed his

,
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VaticanAtB.C.
ToSCopuenacikl,

Psalm 150. Leaders of every reliGundersen
Augustin Cardinal Bea will re- gious faith will be in attendance including Bishop Burgess, Bishop Peaceive an honorary Doctor of Canon
and Civil- Law degree as a part of body, Rev. Doctors Proressis and
the Boston College Centennial Cel- Romanidis, of the Holy Cross Greek
ebration in an academic convocation Theological School, Rabbi Israel J.
president of the Mass. Board
at Roberts Center March 26, at 3 Kazis,
pm. The Cardinal will speak on of Rabbis, five hundred seminarians
"The Progress of the Vatican Coun- from St. John's Seminary and the
faculty of Weston College.
by Robert

cil."

Under the skilled diplomatic direcAll undergraduate classes will be
suspended from 2 pm on in order tion of Cardinal Bea suggestions

that the students may attend the
convocation. Cardinal Bea is the leader of the progressive movement at
the Vatican Council and is looked
upon as the most important man in
all of Christendom, next to Pope
John XXin. Cardinal Cushing said
that the two dominant men at the
Council were Pope John XXIII and
Cardinal Bea. "I could see the Holy
Spirit working in both these men."
Cardinal Cushing, who was most
instrumental in bringing Cardinal
Bea here at this hectic time between
the two Council sessions, will be in
attendance at the convocation. That
Boston College could get Cardinal
Bea at this time is most incredible
and probably is second only to the
visit of Pope Pius XII, who at that
time was Cardinal Pacelli.
The Boston College University
Chorale will sing for the processional

were solicited for the agenda of
the Vatican Council from Protestants. He arranged for 60 non-Cathomore
lic observers, representing
Continued on page 4

Cardinal Bea
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Federal Government Provides
For Higher Education Loans
by ED DEMPSEY
Besides scholarships, which were
discussed in a previous article, one
of the chief ways of obtaining, money
to finance higher education is borrowing it.
The passing of the National Defense Education Act in 1958 provides
for long-term, low-interest loans to
students for higher educational expenses.
The administration of the funds by
the colleges themselves is a unique
feature of this federal program.
Each case is considered by a loan
administrator who is close to the
student, the school and the specific
needs of both.
Loans are limited to a $1,000 maximum per school year and a total of
$5,000 for the individual's entire program of higher education.

The

repayment period begins

one

the borrower ceases his
full-time education and total repayment must ordinarily be completed within a ten-year period. No
interest
accumulates
while
the
student is attending school, but a
3% simple annual interest charge is
placed on the unpaid balance once
the repayment starts.
There are certain qualifications for
these loans. First of all, a student
must be in good standing academically. At B.C. this means that he is
maintaining a cumulative average of
no less than C
Each borrower must also establish
financial need, which will determine
how much he can receive for an
academic year, within the $1,000
maximum. A new application must
be filed each year.
When the student is notified of
year after

-
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University Chorale
Goes to Long Island
For Annual Concert

public

or

elementary

secondary

Tues.
6:15
6:30
8:00
9:00

To be announced
Folk Music
History of the U.S.S.R.
Centennial Symphony
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'

An Eye

MOSHERS
Telephone LAsell 7-3121
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Six B.C. R.O.T.C. cadets finished
a 50 mile forced march at 3:45 Saturday afternoon, March 9. They had

left B. C. at 2:20 a.m. and reached
the 50 mile point, just outside the
town of Ayer, Mass., 13 hours and
25 minutes later.
These men made this march with
field packs, containing blanket, mess
kit, shelter half, tent poles, entrenching tool, and extra clothing. In addition they also carried M-1 rifles.
This combat equipment weighed
more than 41 pounds.
Eleven men had started to march,
but at the 42 mile mark four were
forced to stop with foot injuries.
One man had dropped out earlier.
The six men who completed the

march are: Cadet Lt. Col. Antonio
C. Rendeiro, Cadet Capt. Victor J.
Campbell, Jr., Cadet Capt. John F.
DeVeer, Cadet SGM Daniel A. Camia,

i

Wed.
6:15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9oo

.

r? 1

To be announced
Jazz
History of the U.S.S.R.
Interlude
Centennial Symphony

6:15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00

-

To be announced
Jazz
Soviet Literature
Interlude
Centennial Symphony

lean University lines One
100% long-staple
cotton. -Sanforized" labeled. A range of interesting
co,ors
Long sleeves $q
pocket.

Short sleeves
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This is the only opportunity for a
student's father to make an informal visit to a function sponsored by
C.B.A. Tickets will be $4.25 and will
include a steak dinner.
The banquet Chairman is John N.
PRHM-ifaleecsk1vsI
y, ncluded
Connors. Other chairmen include
Cadet MSG Daniel M. Kellett, Cadet John A. Pasquale publicity, Dennis
Parrington tickets, Carl Cyr proSFC Frederick C. Rimmele, Jr.
gram,
William Harmon dinner. The
making
the
Assisting the men in
faculty moderator is Mr. Vincent A.
march was SSG Billy R. Ervin, a Harrington.
Regular Army sergeant of eleven
years' service. Sgt. Ervin, an ROTC
ATTENTION
JUNIORS
instructor at 8.C., advised on conThe final dates for the sale of
preparation
equipof
ditioning and
tickets for the Junior Week
ment. He also accompanied the men Kingston Trio Concert will be
on the march.
March 21 and 22 from 12 to 2 p.m.
After completing the march, the
in the Eagles' Nest or McElroy
men were driven back to Boston ColCommons.
lege, where they left their gear.

-

-
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$2 GETS
$5,000°°
25

A man or woman age 20 can get
$5,000 of Savings Bank Life
Insurance (5-year Renewable
Term) for only $2.25 a month.
And . . . annual dividends reduce
these costs even more. The savings
are what you get when you buy
Savings Bank Life Insurance.
Visit any Newton Savings Bank office or write to
Savings Bank Life Insurance Department
289 Washington St., Newton, Mass.

Serving the Newtons, Wellesley and Needham

$4

Wherever you go you look better i?
1 7~) 7) X~» T iT
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ton and pleat. Tapered along

SulivanAward...

ROTCFM
Mifatdyrecths iles;

Thurs.
6:15 To be announced
6:30 Folk Music
8:00 Stage Door
9:00 Centennial Symphony

Washington Reports
Jazz
G.U. Forum
Interlude
Misty Music Hour
Centennial Symphony

rich,muted print-that'sthe
sm*
quiet way to be colorful.
-,
That's Arrow's new Univer- ff ,^.;>
sity Fashion Sport Shirt. The
buttons are in the best posiJ «
tion to give the collar a soft,
subtle roll-never billowing,
never flat. Back collar but-

\u25a0'

Shown above are five of the six men who completed the Boston
College 50 mile forced march last Saturday. Left to Right: Victor J.
Campbell '63, Antonio C. Rendeiro '63, Daniel A. Camia '64, John F.
Deever '63, and Daniel M. Kellett '64. Not pictured, but also completing
the march, was Frederick C. Rimmele, Jr.

:

Mon.
R -15
6:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00

from page 1

tiny.

W.V.B.C.
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Mon. thru Pri.
4:00 Music P.M.
5:00 Studio A
6:00 News/Weather
7:30 Opinion
7:45 News/Weather
11:00 News/Weather

..

tant in all phases of the planning
and execution of the Self-Study.
Furthermore, the plan calls for
scholars from several academic disciplines at other institutions to
work with our faculty in assessing
the programs of individual departments.
There are tentative plans to hold
a conference for all of our faculty
this spring, at which the scholars
from those colleges which have undergone self-studies within the past
three or four years will give their
opinions regarding the benefits and
pitfalls of such academic self-scru-

schools can take advantage of the
special features of the Act which
permit loan cancellation of 10%
per year of teaching up to a maximum of 50% for five years.
Secondary preference in loan
awards must be given to those majoring in math, science and modern
foreign languages. Students in other
fields are eligible for awards after
these groups have been considered.
During 1962-63 the amount loaned
to B.C. students was approximately
$300,000, covering nearly 600 loans.
Few were turned away without assistance if adequate need was
established and the application was
received on time.
Applications for loans for 1963-64
will be available in the Admissions
Office in Gasson Hall in early April.
Exact dates will be announced soon.
Completed applications must be
returned by June 3 at the latest. Applications received after that date
will not be considered until all those
received on time have been processed.
Loan funds can be used only to
settle obligations incurred with the
college. Cash loans are not made
nor can these funds be used for
off-campus living expenses, transportation, books, or personal expenses.
Questions concerning loans from
this fund should be directed to the
Financial Aids Office in Gasson
Hall, Room 111 or in the Admissions
Office.
Mr. John E. Madigan, Student Aid
Officer, is available to answer any
questions concerning financial aid.

A sport shirt by Arrow in a

I "iV- iJ

Continued

his loan award, he will then be required to sign a note agreeing to the
terms of repayment. When the first
loan is made, students under 21 must
also have their parents sign the
note, even though it is the student
himself who is obligated.
The law requires that first preference for loan funds be given to those
majoring in the field of education.
Those who follow this program
and actually begin teaching in

The University Chorale of Boston
College travelled to Rockville Centre
Long Island last Saturday for a com-

bined concert with the Molloy Catholic College Chorale.
The concert, an annual affair,
drew an am>reciative audience of
1200 music lovers.
C. Alexnder Peloauln, director of
the University Chorale, was unable
to assist at the concert due to Illness. In his absence Richard Bachand, A&S, '64, directed. The Molloy
Chorale was ably directed by Mr.
ArDad Darazs, and featured a group
called the Marilarks singing old
favorites.
Highlights of the concert were a
solo by Vincent Gookin, A&S '66, and
the combined chorales singing
"Pasture", a poem by Robert Frost,
set to music by Randall Thompson.
Mr. Baohand, the University Chorale's regular accompanist, performed
two piano solos.

Self-Study.
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NEWTON

SAVINGS BANK
ALL DEPOSITS INSURED IN FULL

/

122 CENTRE STREET
NEWTON CENTRE
MASS.

CHESTNUT HILL OFFICE
9 BOYLSTON STREET
(near Star Market)
NEWTON
CORNER
t

\u25ba NEWTON CENTER
\u25ba NEWTON HIGHLANDS
y WELLESLEY SQUARE
NEEDHAM SQUARE
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CLUB NEWS
by Neal Harte

BrandeisHoly

Fulton Debates
CroIn
ssT
Win
he

The Centennial Debate Tournament, sponsored last weekend by the
Fulton Debating Society, was dominated by debaters from Holy Cross
and Brandeis.
A total of twenty-seven teams competed in the four-round contest.
In the two-man team division of
the tournament, ten schools were
represented. Both Holy Cross and
Brandeis finished with an undefeated
record for the four rounds. The team
from Worcester was awarded the
first place trophy on the basis of its
140 points to Brandeis' 120. The two
trophies for best individual speakers were presented to Gregory
Mooney and Allan Service, both of
Holy Cross.
Seventeen teams vied for top
honors in the conventional division
for four-man teams. Amherst College
finished with a record of eight victories and no defeats to win the top
prize. St. Anselm's took second place
over Brandeis, both winning six and
losing two of their debates. Joseph
Mcßrlde of Brandeis was cited as
best affirmative speaker; Fred Tesch
of Amherst was named best speaker
for

the

negative.

Although the Fulton Debaters did
not compete in the Centennial Tournament themselves, they represented
B.C. at the Georgetown Invitational
Debate Tournament. Jim Unger and
Joe McLaughlin finished with four
wins and two losses, as did the Fulton Society's second team of Rick
Ward and John Raedel.

ECONOMICS LECTURE
"A Personal Income Hypothesis
for Investment Function" will be
the subject of a lecture by Prof.
Robert
Eisner of Northwestern
University as part of the Centennial
Year Economic Lecture Series to be
held in the Murray Conference Room
on Tuesday, March 19, at 4 p.m.

IRISH CLUB:

Irish Folk dancing and singing will
be featured as the Blessed Oliver
Plunkett Society will present a St.
Patrick's Day party on Monday,
March 18, at 8:00 p.m. in Alumni
Hall. The faithful are reminded that
Lenten Regulations have been relaxed for the glorious day.

FILM SOCIETY:
"Cry the Beloved Country" starring
Sidney Poitier will be the next
presentation of the B.C. Film Society.
The film version of Alan Paton's
famed novel of the storm of conflict
between the white and negro society
in S. Africa will be shown in Campion 8, March 28 at 3:15 and 8:15.

See Joe Mansfield

See him cheer
Color him raucous
Too much beer?

Retreats

Underclassmen

The offices of the student counsel-

ors of the Colleges of Arts and

Sciences, Business Administration,
School of Nursing and the School of
Education have announced
the
the schedule for the General Retreat,
starting next Monday to Wednesday,
March 18-20 at 9 a.m.
The retreat for the male upperclassmen of the College of Arts and
Sciences and the School of Education will be held in St. Ignatius, upper church. Conducting the retreat
will be Rev. Edward Callahan, S.J.,
of Weston College.
The retreat for the upperclassmen
of the College of Business Administration will be held in Bapst Auditorium. The retreat director will be
Fr. John M'Ulcahy, S.J., of The Campion Retreat House of North Ando-

The "Sub Turri" Centennial Volume is for you I !
This is not a yearbook, but a
history of your school designed
for your future reading and enjoyment.

Limited Edition) I
Order your copy now at Eagles
Nest or McElroy 101.

WEB
LITHOGRAPHY
at

DRS
EMA OCIETY:

Retarded Children
On

What happened to the telephones? In one of the alcoves in McElroy
there are no telephones, just an ugly tangle of wires where telephones
should be. It has been reported to the Heights that the telephones were
removed by authorities after they were found to be mutilated beyond
belief. Wires were cut, receivers were missing, etc. The telephone company, charging that B. C. broke its contract, removed them, and so Hie
above picture.

Announcing the Opening of

...

PINO'S
PIZZA HOUSE
1920 Beacon Street

Right At
1205 Hyde Park Aye.
Hyde Park 36, Mats.
EMpire 1-6500

tour of Italy" and has already featured films on Rome and Sicily. The
"University Life at
next film,
Bologna" will be held on Wednesday
March 27, at 4 p.m. in the Murray
Conference Room, McElroy 208. All
are cordially invited to attend.

EducationConference

treat.

PRINTED
by

The Academy recently inaugurated

a series of film and student-faculty
panel discussions on "an armchair

...

The female upperclassmen of the
Schools of Nursing and Education
will have their rotieat ,n Sr. Ignatius,
lower church. Rev. Felix Talbot, S.J.,
also of Campion Retreat House,
North Andover, will conduct the re-

Condolences

ITALIAN ACADEMY:

"Cendoxus" a Jesuit Morality
Play is presently in rehearsal at the
A.D.A.
S.A.B. and all those wishing to par"Party Reform in Massachusetts"
ticipate in the final production
will be the subject of a talk by Mr. should
sign up as soon as possible.
Sumner Z. Kaplan, Executive DiIRA
rector of COD on Wednesday, March
Meeting of the B.C. Chapter of
27, at 4 p.m. in Lyons 207. According
Irish
Reunification Advocates (IRA),
to the A.D.A. Mr. Kaplan is intimately concerned with reforming Saturday, March 16 at 2:00 P.M. at
ther Democratic Party of Massachu- the corner of 5th Ave. and 50th St.
setts and hence is qualified to dis*?*
cuss party reforms in our tainted ALL CLUB NEWS MUST BE PREstate.
SENTED AT THE HEIGHTS OFFICE
K. of C.:
NO LATER THAN NOON, MONDAY
the results of the recent OF THE WEEK INTENDED PUBKnights elections were: Joe Connolly, LICATION. COPY IS TO BE LEFT
Grand Knight: Frank Bergon, Deputy IN CARE OF NEAL HARTE.

ver.

Prayers are requested for the
repose of the souls of:
The father of Brian Murphy,
CBA '66, who died March 7, and
the father of John Bowes, CBA
'63, and Catherine Bowes, ED '66.

Grand Knight; John Connolly, Chancellor; Jerry Frechette, Warden. The
next event planned by the Knights
is the receiving of their charter on
April 23.

Cleveland Circle

The Boston College School of
Education Chapter of the Council
for Exceptional Children will sponsor a conference on Saturday, March
16, in Campion Hall. The theme will
be "The Trainaole Retarded Child
in School".
Greetings will be delivered by
Reverend Charles F. Donovan, S.J.,
Dean of the School of Education,
and Miss Marianne C. McKeon, who
will represent the Massachusetts Department of Education, Division of
Special Education.
Speaking on problems and issues
concerning the trainable child will
be Dr. John Eichorn, Professor of
Special Education and Director of
the Peripatology Program at Boston
College, Mr. Maurice Mezoff, Executive Director of the Massachusetts Association for Retarded Children,
Mrs. Rosalie
Richardson,
Special Class Teacher in Belmont,
and Mrs. Marjorie Jones, Assistant
Supervisor of Special Education in
Newton. Presiding over the conference will be Miss Maureen Hurford
and Mr. Lawrence Campbell, President and Vice-president respectively,
of the Council for Exceptional Children.
In the course of the program there
will be several opportunities for
questions and discussions. The conference will be held from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m.

Any student wishing to join the
YOSSARXAN fan club may obtain
a membership card, entitling him
to all privileges, pamphlets, movies and other free benefits by
mailing 25c to R. Fredericks 32
Woodchestor Dr., Milton, Mass.

Tel. 566-6468
A CO-ED STUDENT
"Serving the Finest Pizza and Submarines in Town"

CLOSE

. . . CONVENIENT

room on Comm. car
Washington, Brighton,
Mass. Kitchen and parking priviDesirable

line near
leges.

BE 2-0702
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HOME
BURIAL
by Robert Frost
He saw her from the bottom of the stairs
Before she saw him. She was starting down,
Looking back over her shoulder at some fear.
She took a doubtful step and then undid It
To raise herself and look again. He spoke
Advancingtoward her: 'What is It you see
From up there always--for I want to know.'
She turned and sank upon her skirts at that,
And her face changed from terrified to dull.
He said to gain time: 'What is it you see,'
Mounting until she cowered under him.
'I will find out now?you must tell me, dear.'
She, In her place, refused him any help
With the least stiffening of her neck and silence.
She let him look, sure that he wouldn't see,
Blind creature; and a while he didn't see.
But at last he murmured, 'Oh,' and again, 'Oh.'

ijngljtfi

BC Chess Club Holds
University Tournament
The B.
year by
66 and

hold

a

C. Chess Club, revived this
Gordan E. Castanza CBA
R. Pouliot A&S 64, will
University Chess Cham-

pionship in April open to any
student of the schools of Boston
College.
Two years ago the B.C. Mathematics Academy held a similar event
in which approximately thirty
students, all amateursentered. This
showing was a major factor in
the re-establishing of the Chess
Club on Campus.

'What is it?what?' she said.
'Just that I see.'
'You don't,' she challenged. 'Tell me what it is.'
'The wonder Is I didn't see at once.
I never noticed it from here before.
I must be wonted to lt--that's the reason.
The little graveyard where my people are!
So small tne window frames the whole of it.
Not so much larger than a bedroom, Is it?
There are three stones of slate and one of marble,
Broad-shouldered little slabs there in the sunlight
On the sldehill. We haven't to mind those.
But I understand: it is not the stones,
But the child's mound?'
'Don't, don't, don't don't,' she cried.
She withdrew shrinking from beneath his arm
That rested on the banister, and slid downstairs;
And turned on him with such a dauntinglook,
He said twice over before he knew himself:
'Can't a man speak of his own child he's lost?'

'Not you! Oh, where's my hat? Oh, I don't need it!
I must get out of here. I must get air.
I don't know rightly whether any man can.'
'Amy! Don't go to someone else this time.
Listen to me. I won't come down the stairs.'
He sat and fixed his chin between his fists.
'There's somethingI should like to ask you, dear.*

'You don't know how to ask it.'
'Help me, then.'

Her fingers moved the latch for all reply.
'My words are nearly always an offence.
I don't know how to speak of anything
So as to please you. But I might be taught
I should suppose. I can't say I see how.
A man must partly give up being a man
With women-folk. We could have some arrangement
By which I'd bind myself to keep hands off
Anythingspecial you're a-mind to name.
Though I don't like such things 'twixt those that love.
Two that don't love can't live together without them.
But two that do can't live together with them.'
She moved the latch a little. 'Don't--don't go.
Don't carry it to someone else this time.
Tell me about it if it's something human.
Let me into your grief, I'm not so much
Unlike other folks as your standing there
Apart would make me out. Give me my chance.
I do think, though, you overdo it a little.
What was it brought you to think it the thing
To take your mother-loss of a first child
So inconsolably--lnthe face of love.
You'd think his memory might be satisfied?'

'There you go sneering now!'
'I'm not, I'm not!
You make me angry. I'll come down to you.
God, what a woman! And it's come to this,
A man can't speak of his own child that's dead.'

On February 26, 1963 the B. C
Chess Club held elections for the
second semester and at this time
plans were discussed for the upcoming tournament. It was decided
that all those interested in joining
the tournament should place their
name, address, and where they can
be reached at school in boxes which
will be placed for this purpose in
McElroy Commons and Lyons
Foyer. For particulars concerning
the exactlocations, consultthe daily
bulletin.
The Boston College Chess Club
welcomes beginners in the game of
Chess and experienced members
are always present at the meetings
held every two weeks on Tuesday
at 4:00 P.M. to give pointers to
new players.
Any individuals wishing to join
but unable to attend these regular
meetings are asked to send their
name, year and school to R.
Pouliot by the campus mail. A
change of meeting dates is being

contemplated.

CarB
dinl ea...

National Magazine Blames Jesuits
For ?Failures? in Higher Education
"Ramparts", a national Catholic "to experiment forthrightly with
magazine, this week blamed the new disciplines." He blamed the
American Jesuit universities for the Jesuits for maintaining defensive
"evidentfailure" of Catholic higher attitudes and for "playing down
education in the United States.
the sensitive disciplines of literaIn a "Symposium on Jesuit Uni- ture, history, and the social
versity Education" Catholic nov- sciences in favor of science, enelist and critic Robert O. Bowen gineering, medicine and business
and "Ramparts"publisher Edward administration fields in which
M. Keating charged thatthe Catho- they have neither the funds nor
lic Church has failed to produce facilities to do an adequate job.
intellectuals and leaders"at all comHe continued, "It is almost emmensurate with its population be- barassing to witness
the efforts of
dogmatism,
cause of the
me-too-ism small Jesuit colleges
trying to
and nineteenth century attitudes of compete
with such giants as U. C.
the Jesuit colleges which dominate and M. I. T. in science,
Stanford
the American Catholic higher edu- and Harvard in law and business."
cational system."

-

Mr. Robert 0. Bowen cited the

Keating claimed there is no clash training of Jesuits in philosophy
of ideas amongAmericanCatholics and theology as "so thorough, that
because the Jesuits are not willing they are blinded to the worth of
other disciplines." He further
An Anniversary Mass in memory
of John T. O'Brien, past Lecturer charged that the Jesuit programs of
in Economics, was celebrated on forced memorization hurt individual judgement and rarely proWednesday, March 13 by Father
duced artists of rank or even
McEwen S. S., and attended by criminals imagination.
of
former students and colleagues in
Dept
"Ramparts"
the Economics
has invited the Jesuits
to answer in its May issue.

Forget Not

...
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BRANDYWINE
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than 225 million Christians to attend
it as Rome's official guests.
"I am an old professor. It's no problem for me to talk," says Cardinal
Bea of himself. He was born in Germany and entered the Society of Jesus in Holland, at the age of twentyone. (The Jesuits were then under
ban in Germany.) Father Bea became a professor of Sacred Scripture and prefect of Studies at the
Jesuit Scholarticate in Valkenburg,
Father Bea was called to Rome
to work in the Pontifical Biblical Institute in 1923. His outstanding work
there drew the attention of Pius XI.
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courses in liberal arts.
Rep: If elected, would you favor
a policy of isolation?
Salt: Yes, I would withdraw the
U.S. from the U.N., N.A.T.0.,
and build a fence around Niagara
Falls.

TILL~CLOSING

Rep: But would you favor building an Iron Curtain around the
whole country?
Salt: Of course not. Brick would
be good enough. I have a bid
from a contractor who can do
the job cheaply, but I see by my
sundial that our time is up. I
have to go now and address the
League to End Central Heating.

'I shall laugh the worst laugh I ever laughed.
I'm cursed. God, if I don't believe I'm cursed.'

can repeat the very words you were saying.
'Three foggy mornings and one rainy day
Will rot the best birch fence a man can build.'
Think of it, talk like that at such a time!
What had how long it takes a birch to rot
To do with what was in the darkened parlour.
You couldn't care! The nearest friends can go
With anyone to death, comes so far short
They might as well not try to go at all.
No, from the time when one is sick to death,
One Is alone, and he dies more alone.
Friends make pretence of following to the grave,
But before one Is in it, their minds are turned
And making the best of their way back to life
And livingpeople, and things they understand.
But the world's evil. I won't have grief so
If I can change It. Oh, I won't, I won't!'
'I

'There, you have said it all and you feel better.
won't go now. You're crying. Close the door.
The heart's gone out of it; why keep it up.
Amy! There's someone coming down the road!'
You

'You--oh, you think the talk is all. I must go-Somewhat out of this house. How can I make you
'If--you?do!' She was opening the door wider.
'Where do you mean to go? First tell me that.
I'll follow and bring you back by force. I will!--

'

-(From Complete Poems of Robert Frost.
Copyright 1930, 1939, by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, inc.
Reprinted by permission of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, inc.

This poem will be examined by Mr. Randall Jarrell at
tonight's Humanities Series lecture in Bapst Auditorium.
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Holland.

'You can't because you don't know how to speak.
If you had any feelings, you that dug
With your own hand--how could you?--his little grave;
I saw you from that very window there,
Making the gravel leap and leap in air,
Leap up, like that, like that, and land so lightly
And roll back down the mound beside the hole.
I thought, Who is that man? I didn't know you.
And I crept down the stairs'and up the stairs
To look again, and still your spade kept lifting.
Then you came in. I heard your rumbling voice
Out in the kitchen, and I don't know why,
But I went near to see with my own eyes.
You could sit there with the stains on your shoes
Of the fresh earth from your own baby's grave
And talk about your everyday concerns.
You had stood the spade up against the wall
Outside there in the entry, for I saw it.'
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How to be colorful?without overdoing it

BOSTONESE

CUT OFF

by Bob Gunderson
Beacon

Hill can be a colorful

place where bombs can burst
along with the duds. Speaking of
duds, Governor Peabody's tax
plan certainly scared a lot of
people.
His plan calls for a substantial
increase in state income tax for
the purpose of reducing the heavy
burden on the cities and towns of
the state. Bipartisan support
hailed the Governor's goal but
elbowed each other out of the way
in attempts to jump on the fuse.

PROPOSAL HIGHLIGHTS

The specifics of the plan called
for an increase in the basic income tax from a little more than
3 per cent to a flat 4 percent; it

would reduce personal exemption
from $2,000 to $1,200, eliminate
the deductionsof Federaland state
income taxes; tax rental income,
and increase the rate on "unearned" income from 7.38 per
cent to 8 per cent.
Massachusetts has the unique
distinction of ranking first in the
nation with the highest property
taxes. On the other hand, the
Bay State ranks twentieth in total
spending - stateplus local--which
is only five per cent above the
national average and nine per
cent above the national average
for taxation.

BALANCE OF STATE
AND LOCAL

crux of the problem, of
course, lies in the disproportionate
balance of state and local taxes.
The local governments bear a
The

heavier responsibility in Massachusetts than in other states.
Property tax are the main source

of localgovernmentsand generate
the uneven increases in theburden
of this tax.

SELECTMEN

Naturally members of the ex-

ecutive boardof theMassachusetts
Selectmen's Association would
yell the loudest in the support of
Peabody's plan. They say, "If a
new tax, whether income or sales
tax, is not forthcoming, the existing regressive taxes at the local
level will necessarily beraised and
worsen the situation." Simply
said, they want to get off thehook
with their constituents. They will
jump at anything.

EDUCATORS

Educators are not so gullible.
They feel that certain critical
school needs were neglected by the
governor. They want the bulk of
the funds which would be distributed to the cities and towns earmarked specifically for local
school use. Peabody has proposed
an average increase of 59 per
cent in the income tax, to produce
an extra $105,000,000 which,
with proceeds from the present
taxes, would go into a
$205,000,000 nebulous local
assistance.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
people

Unfortunately the same
who now pay into the present tax
plan will not just use a different
address on their tax return envelopes. People in the $1200 to
$2000 tax bracket, previouslyexempt, now will raise $45 million
of the $105 million total increase.
College students earning more
than $1200 and less than $2000
will now for the first time have to
pay a 4 per cent Massachusetts
income tax. Not only that, but
also, as previously explained,
they will not be able to deduct
their Federal income tax, since
they will be using the short form
for those earning under $10,000!
To call it an inequity is an understatement.

5
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Some have said that Governor
Peabody threw this dud merely
as a decoy and thus to force a
demand by the public for the
alternate plan, a sales tax. It
certainly is a possibility, for then
he could nimbly leap over his
party's platform plank opposing
the sales tax, in accession to his
constituents.

OTHER FIREWORKS

and his Executive
Council have set off a complementary glow as background to the
tax dud. Recent appointments by
the governor seem to suggest the
need for retaining the council.
Peabody and Rep. PaulC. Menton
of Watertown, Riley's replacement
for Registrar, and former FBI
agent, want to get rid of the
council. Naturally only two members of the council plan to votefor
Menton's appointment. Although
Menton seems well qualified for the
job, two other Peabody appointPeabody

ments are definitely not. The
council with its head on the block
very generously apprised the
governor of the situation and allowed him to withdraw the appointments. Of course, the council
should be allowed to stay since
the governor must need advise in
filling the hundreds of state posts
each year and cannot be expected
to be infallible in his choices.

DRUNKS

Speaking of the Registry, so you
think Norway is tough on drunken drivers? Why in Norway they
only take away your license for
one year and jail you for three
weeks. According to the books
here in Massachusetts you can be
fined $1000 and imprisoned for
two years on a first offense for
drunken driving. However, if a
judge here wants to fulfill the law,
the defendant just appeals the
district court judge's decision to
the Superior Court. Fifty per cent
who have appealed such decisions
have won acquital in the higher
courts. The worse indictment of
our system in Massachusetts is
simply the fact that usually the
drunk driveris only arrestedafter
killing or crippling the innocent.
Needless to say there is room for
improvement here and I guarantee Governor Peabody that this
will not be a dud.

OTHER DIRT

Not to mention the fire and
smoke on Beacon Hill, twentysix hundred tons of contaminants
are dumped daily into the atmosphere over the approximately 100
square miles of Metropolitan
Boston. Just as the sighs of Public
Apathy ventilate the political air,
so also east winds and topographical ventilation sweep Boston air. Since the death rates in
urban areas from respiratory, digestive tract cancer, and heart
disease are 10 to 20 per cent
greater than the country as
a whole. The single biggest contributor to pollution is the hydrocarbons from the exhaust of
automobiles. All of which brings
us to the MTA, famous for its
lack of smoke or, for that matter,
any kind of activity.

Theoretically, of course, it is only
supposed, according to rumor, to
burn money. Carping about the

MTA is useless, but you have
only to look at the service provided to the citizens of New York
to wonder - wonder why has its
service become less in the past
year; why its service has become
poorer; why its per capita deficeit
has increased. I suppose I have
no right to, but I wonder, and I,
like Charles Yossarian, am typical.

TFhifCet olumn
by Neil Hurley

by Ernest Zupancic
Irony is an especially human
thing. It never spices or confuses
the lives of animals and angels
and such creatures. Only man can
enjoy the beauty of a really good
ironical situation.
The present condition of President Kennedy's tax reform and
tax-cut bills presents just such a
situation. For hundreds of years
Americans had followed the principles of the so-called Protestant
ethic: work hard, be thrifty, save
money. Because they followed
these precepts, they achieved a
high rate of capital formation.
This in turn powered the tremendous increase in industrial production and the famous American
standard of living.
Now the same maxims that made
the American economy a growing
one, threaten to keep it a stagnant
one. Or at least that seems to be
the opinion of Walter Heller,
Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers. To understand why he said this, requires a little background information.
John F. Kennedy campaigned in
1960 on a platform of getting the
country moving again. He promised to end the chronic high unemployment rate, eliminate intermittent recessions, and increase
the annual rate of growth. So far,
it is fair to say, he has had no
appreciable success. Whatever the
reason - conservative opposition
in Congress, a changed "high
plateau" type of economy, or unfamiliarity with the reins of fiscal
and monetary policy management - no great upsurge has marked the economy in the last two
years.

This year the Kennedy Administration unloaded its last big gun
on the problem of a no-go economy. It announced that it was
seeking tax reform and a tax cutat least, a tax cut. This decision
involves fairly straight forward
economic reasoning. Tax cuts
give people more money. They

spend this money on more goods
and services. The peopleproducing these goods and services get
more money, which they also
spend. With everyone spending
more money, industry is encouraged to expand. The economy moves

forward on all fronts.

And, of course, as income goes up,
so will government revenue.
The problem and the irony comes
from the fact that politicians, not
economists, have tocut taxes. And
politicians are notoriously moved
by what their constituents think.
What their constituents think, unfortunately, is that the government
can't afford a tax cut. The old
American virtues lead them to
believe that a balanced budget is
good anddebt is bad. Accordingly
they disapprove of a plan which
will run the government deeply
into debt. This is the attitude that
prompted Heller to comment that
it was about time Americans forgot all this Puritan thrift and spent
some money, by gum.
Of course, economists point out

that the economy of a country
resembles that of an individual
only analogously. As long as
the country remains basically
sound, there is no reason why a
country should not build up a
fantastically large internal debt
without batting an eye.
On the other hand no one is
giving anyone a mandate for unreasonable spending for the sake
of spending, for "pump priming."
The safest course of action is to
judge each budget item solely on
its merits, not to accept or reject it
because of purely budgetary considerations.
At the moment, however, Presidential economists face the problem of convincing the people
that a tax cut is good for them.
Both economists andthe Kennedy
Administration have been
Houndering in the darkfor a long
time. Both deserve one more
chance to get the country moving
again.

DECISION
by John Higgins
What is your opinion on NSA?
Should Boston College join NSA
or not?
Most likely you have not made a
decision regarding Boston College's involvement with the National Student Association. Most
likely you do not know exactly
what NSA is-yet. But in the next
few weeks this correspondent will
explain in a series of articles the
principles and practices of NSA
and its importance at BostonCollege.

First, as the most representative
confederation of American students, NSA is able to voice, with
considerable influence, the attitudes of American students on
vital issues in education and in
national and internationalpolicy.
Because of its large membership
and influential voice, NSA has
become a controversial subject on
American campuses, mainly because of the liberal point of view
which characterizes much of its
basic policy.
Therefore, membership in the Association involves a great deal of
responsibility on the part of each
individual member. The member
of the Association has the responsibility to live up to, and
actively support the policies of
NSA with which it agrees. But,

each school may differ with the
general policies of NSA, and there
is room in the organization for
minority opinions. In this case,
the individual memberschoolhas
a responsibility to make clear
which measures it supports and
which measures it rejects.
It is the realization of NSA influence, and the responsibilities
which each member undertakes
that has caused controversies recently at Tufts and Holy Cross
regarding NSA membership.
Both of these institutions voted
against membership, yet Notre

Dame, Detroit, Seton Hall, Newton College of the Sacred Heart,
Regis and New Rochelle belong
to NSA.
In the following articles, the opinions of students who are members of NSA as well as those
who rejected NSA membership
will be presented in order that an
intelligent attitude towardsthe organization can be achieved at
Boston College.
At present, NSA membership is
being studied by the Campus
Council and the four undergraduate senates. The views of student
government personnel, as well as
the means to be used for adoption
or rejection of NSA will also be
presented in future articles.

An interview with Mr. Larry

Saltwater, President ofSaltwater's
Buggywhip Co. and Candidate

for Congress.

Reporter: Mr. Saltwater, you
term yourself a "true conserva-

tive". How do you differ from the
rest?
Saltwater: Well, today's so called
"conservatives" have compromised with the liberals and abandoned our American way oflife. They
eat French fries, see Italianmovies
and have given in to a no-win
policy.
Rep: You mean with Cuba?
Salt: No, the Indians. As long
as they are allowed to remain on
reservations within our boundaries, they are a threat to our peace
and security. Have we forgotten

Custer?

Rep: Why are you entering politics?
Salt: Because I believe that we in
America have drifted toward the
atheistic materialism of Communism, and as a religious man I
object to this.
Rep: To what religion do you
belong?
Salt: I' m a Druid, Every year I
make a pligrimageto Stonehenge,
a place unspotted by that dreadful

invention.
Rep: Which invention is that?
Salt: The wheel. The very sight
of it revolts me.
Rep: Have any of your family
been in politics?
Salt: My father was very active.
I remember when I was young he
used to sing those greatcampaign
songs, "Let's back Zack," and
"You'll Thrill more with Fillmore".
Rep: I understand your father
helped found the Smithsonian Institute.

Salt: Not exactly; he'll be part of
it. He requested in his will that he
be stuffed and put in the Neaderthal Room. He liked the atmosphere there.
Rep: Your family has an illustrious history?
Salt: Yes, we were able to bolster

the company before those radical
laws came in.
Rep: The Anti-Trust Laws?
Salt: No, the Ten Commandments. They're a treat to free

enterprise.
Rep: I noticed your office is decorated in Early Visigoth, but why

does your secretary still use a
quill. Wouldn't a typewriter be
easier?
Salt: Yes, but that would take
away her initiative. Miss Ross
has been with me 72 years since
she retired from the flag business,
and has never complained. She
has been a littleslow lately. Last
month she fell out the window,
and broke her leg.
Rep: Did the company pay the
doctor bills?
Salt: No, I'm opposed to subsidized medical care. However,
we're not merciless. I didn't dock
her for the time she was in the
air.

Rep: How does your family feel
about your entering politics?
Salt: My wife has already organized the "Ladies for Larry".
They hold big rallies and free
minuet dances.
Rep: Don't you have a daughter too?
Salt: We don't speak of her much.
She ran off and married a subversive musician.
Rep: How do you mean?
Salt: He plays progressive jazz.
I should have seen it coming.
When she was in college she took
Turn to Page 4
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THE B.C. BAND

OFF TO THE SAINT
PATRICK'S DAY PARADES

John Keyo (with beret), band historian, and Steve Demianczyk at Army
game.

Paul Nevlera and Fred Dorey in Souzaphone Symphony.

Today the Boston College Band embarks on
a trip to perform in the
three largest St. Patrick's
Day Parades in the East.
In New York the 100
man unit will endeavor
to capture the trophy
for the best band
in the line of march
for the third successive year. In both Holyoke and
Boston the band has been selected to lead the
parades in honor of the opening of B.C.'s Centennial year.
The band will appear before an estimated five
to ten million people during the trip. The Color
Guard will be carrying for the first time a new set
of flags, recently presented by the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith.
Throughout the year the band has represented
Boston College before more people than any other
organization on campus, and has been an important factor in the growth of school spirit. It is under
the able direction of Mr. Peter Siragusa, and the
moderation of Fr. Gerald O'Brien.

_

Liberty Bell Formation.

_^^^

Band makes way for the football team.

BAND OFFICERS
Bill Koughan, Vice-President;
Frank Burke, Drum Major;
Sam Gerson, President; Wally
Merchant, Senior Manager, and
Paul Humura, Secretary.

Traditional B.C. formation playing the Alma Mater at the B.U. game.

4

Band Moderator, Fr. Gerald O'Brien
and Band Director, Mr. Peter S.
Slragusa.

Band Director, Mr. Peter Slragusa, leading late afternoon practice session.

Tony Romito on trumpet.

Ed Voye and Joe Casey assisted

by talented friend.
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FOR NSA
Boston College's proposed membership in the National
Student Association is one of the most important issues
to be considered by our student in a number of years.
Because we consider this to be such an important point
of debate, the Heights will present several detailed examinations of NSA this week and the following weeks.
Perhaps, we can learn something from the other schools
who have had to decide whether to join NSA in the past
year. Just a month ago, the Student Congress at Holy
Cross killed (by a one vote margin) a motion for membership. "The Crusader" said after the defeat, "Holy Cross
died a little last week."
Now, there are those who think that anything Holy Cross
is against, B. C. should be for; but more constructive
persuasion can be gained from Tufts' afterthoughts on
NSA. The school recently rejected membership in the
organization. However, the editor of"The Tufts Weekly"
asserted, after attending a College Editors Conference in
New York, that the "esprit dc corps" of the NSA members
at the conference convinced her that the rejection "was one
of the biggest mistakes that Tufts ever made."
We hope that Boston College will not make the same
mistake. Joining NSA would be the type of progressive
move which will bring the university nearer to its goal of
excellence.
While there has been in the past some opposition to NSA
by organizations such as the YAF and the Young Republicans, the associations of liberal domination. Phenomena such as minority reports and increased influence
of conservatives in NSA should ward off any opposition
by conservatives elements on campus.
In the next few weeks, the student government should
give careful consideration to every aspect of the NSA. We
trust that in the end they will approve membership.

SELF STUDY
A few weeks ago, we suggested in an editorial that the
theme of the Centennial Celebration shouldbe an evaluation
of Boston College. While we cannot take credit for the
Self-Study of A&S announced this week, this undertaking
certainly is in concord with our recommendations.
We certainly hope that the committee will recommend as
many vital changes as did the last Self-Study group.
Perhaps they could begin with a consideration of the
recommendations for changes in the philosophy curriculum offered in the Heights two weeks ago.

SOCIAL SERVICE
The celebration of the lunchtime Masses in Bapst auditorium at which the celebrant faces the congregation
deserves enthusiastic comment from the Heights. Even
more than participation in the dialogue and a vicarious
sharing in the Offertory procession, the experience of
being face to face with the priest brings home the crucial
fact that the Mass is a social thing, to whose celebration
everyone makes a contribution.
Liturgical revival in the Church has brought this Mass
facing the congregation into practice as part of its ambition for a liturgy that is in very truth a "public work".
Those practices that so manyregard as frills: the dialogue,
the Offertory procession, congregational recitation of the
proper, and the reading in English of the Epistle and
Gospel, these are so many steps in the direction of making
the Mass the affair of all the Church in common.
The rector has given permission for all public Masses
to be offered facing the congregation. As in all things,

however, liturgical renovation will be slow in coming.
Preists will not hasten to begin the practice if students
do not ask for it, and once begun, it will scarcely flourish
in an atmosphere of embarrassed silence.
Success of these improvements will now depend, not on
the blessing of the administration, a once-fashionable
scapegoat, but on the enthusiasm of the students.

That the Mass is not the priest's private devotion to
which the laity is deigned admittance, but is rather the
chief act of Christ's Mystical Body in all its fullness, is
reason enough for a healthy self-interest in the establishment of a full liturgical life at Boston College. This
enterprise deserves the vocal support of the entire Boston
College society; otherwise we cannot very consistently speak
of the University as a community of Christians.

ReadrsOuComment

To The Editor:
In his letter to the Editor of
March Bth, a Mr. Neville subjected Al Augustini's suggestion
concerning the rennovation of the
philosophy curriculum to unbound criticism.
In his editorial of March Ist
Mr. Augustini said that the core
of Thomism can be learnedin two
years. Mr. Neville obviously
missing the denotation of the
word "core" called this absurd.
Naturally a studentcannot master
Thomism in two years. Mastering
a philosophy, and exploring its
realms is a lifetime task.
Mr. Neville seemed to think that
B.C. has an obligation to teach
us every facet of Thomism. If the
College imposed on itself this
obligation, it would become a
seminary, and cease to be a

College.
Philosophy, as many of our subjects, is a background and a
mental discipline. If we follow
Mr. Neville's argument to fulfillment, we would not allow only
two years of any other background and discipline such as a
foreign language. He would advocate that a student be forced to
continue his particular language
until he could speak it fluently,
and be familiar with all its literature. If we must know all of
Thomism to make it worthwhile,
we must not waste our time with
a smattering of a language. Mr.
Neville did not state this. I am
only following his article to its
logical conclusion.

Mr. Neville said if we reduce
the philosophy, we might as well
take "underwaterpottery making"
for there are no other courses
which can, "provide a student
with a betterunderstanding of any
of his liberal arts courses." Apparently Mr. Neville thinks that
the one and only subject capable
of unifying our studies, is philosophy. In effect, he says that no
other elective offered at B. C. is
of any worth in improving our
understanding or advancing our
education. Mr. Neville seems to
lack the very thing he defends Logic.

His sarcasm in the phrase, "We
defy our dear feature's editor"
was unnecessary trite and immature but we are apt to overlook
this, when the article's fallacies
glare so blindingly.
Bruce Gormley
To The Editor:

A&S '65

As long as the spirit of change is
adding spring tinges of pink to

some of the pages of the New
Heights, it might be of somevalue
to consider the possibility of appointing what on those papers
who have them is called a rewrite
editor, a man whose function is
generally speaking to take sentences received in as tangled a
condition as is this sentence, and
to straighten them into understandable English prose.
A responsible job of editing might
have avoidedthe havoccreated by
John Grady's maimed article
(Heights Feb. 22). And certainly
a newspaper which goes out to
"represent to the outside world the
advances" which it has made, will
make a better showing if the occassional slips of its reviewers are
not aggravated by shoddy proofing.
But even supposing the paper
had a decent rewrite editor, I can

see how, faced with an article
such as Michael Arnsold's(Blackmand White, March 1, 1963), he
might simply throw up his hands

It is not immediately
evident whether Mr. Arnsold is

in despair.

writing amusing sentences purposely, or is hopelessly tangled in
a rather pompous morass of
metaphor which, to mix a bit, is

far beyond his ability to tame. A
part, just a part, of the first
sentence gives evidenceof the unfortunate collaboration between
author and non-proofer. "Universal Studios...has takenstockof
itself, added some new machinery
to the works, and homed a minor,
slightly flawed of a film from a
minor, flawless jewel of a novel."
Supposing the word "homed"was
meant to be "honed",we stillhave
problems with the new machinery's sharpening jewels. The
article if full of such combination
blunders. "One cannot go too far
in qualifying his praise of the
film", (sic, oh sic).
If the reviewer cannot go too far
in qualifying his praises, certainly
we need not be blamed if we, too,
qualify our praises to a considerable extent. A willingness on the
part of reviewers to descend to the
level of rationality might result in
clearer, if less pretentious, stupidity.
Martin F. Kilmer

To The Editor:
The affair of the Young Democrats confuses me. I wish someone
would clear it up. I would like
someone to answer:
1. Is there such a thing as the
B.C. Young Democrats?
2. Do they ever hold meetings?
If so how often? Once a year is a
little ridiculous.
3. Do they elect officers or are
they handed out like a bequest?
4. Do they have a constitution or
are they a small clique which
excludes outsiders?
5. Are they really Republicans on
the Policy Committee? If so, why?
I bet their policies are quite interesting.

There are quite a few peoplewho
are interested in joining, but if
they don't meet, I guess we'llhave
to join the Y. R's; irrational as
they are, at least they're active.

To The Editor:

Edward Wallace
A&S '66

With St. Patrick's Day approaching, we are reminded of an injustice which has existed for

- that B. C. philosophy is philoso- one gains nothing thereby,

phy

for the avowed purpose of the
philosophy curriculum is to indoctrinate. To deny the name of
philosophy to the localenterprise
will not destroy the enterprise, but
will only make its advocatesmore
virulent in its defense.
The curriculum (on philosophical grounds) ought to be altered
so as to embrace other kinds of
philosophy than Thomism only
if there are professors who are
able to lecture on these philosophies.
Finally the present confusion
between philosophy and ideology
in both teachers' and studentsminds is not caused merely by
poor philosophical reflection, but
more importantly by a conception
of the relationship between Christian faith and human reason that
is philosophically and theologically disreputable. It perhaps is
paradoxical that the greatest problem with philosophy at B. C:
is a theological or religious misunderstanding, but that, we think,
is the fact. When we have become
less rationalistic in our religion,
then we may hope to be rational
in our philosophy. There is no
dearth of possibilities for theological reform here, and many
serious suggestions have been
made. When these are put into
effect, the philosophy problem will
solve itself. We should guess that
this will take another twenty
years; in this amount of time
contemporary theological thinking ought to have become commonplace.

William Doyle '63
Hugh Guilderson '63

To The Editor:

Tort is a legal term applying to
any wrongful act except breach of
contract. This much I have been
able to determine; now will someone please explain Mr. LeClair's
article, which was hardly clear
concerning at least intent. Was
it supposed to be satire?
In addition, I would like to question the expendiency of placing
Mr. LeClair's article immediately
opposite Mr. Augustini's. To say
the least, they conflict with one
another flagrantly. Mr. LeClair's
article differed by only three lines
(in length) from Mr. McCollester's
"Minority in Mind." Could they
not have been switched places
rather easily, each extra line being
absorbed into one of the three

centuries. In a world where men
are arguing about Communism,
Cuba and the Congo, we seem to
have forgotten Ireland. The Communists have set up a wallaround
Berlin and the world screams
"tyranny" but England is allowed
to construct a boundary around
the six Northern counties in Ireland and there is not a sound. As
long as this boundary exists, injustice will prevail. The six
counties should be united with the
twenty-six in the Republic of Ireland. Something should be done,
and done soon.

columns?
These points do not detract from
your efforts; the paper wasa good
one and I am sure that with the
new format it will even be better
in the future.

Michael Collins Jr.

Raymond G. Pouliot A&S '64

To The Editor:

A&S '64

For a couple of weeks now, we
of the college have been treated to
incipient thoughts of a number of
our friends and associates on the
subject of philosophy courses
here. First, the "New HEIGHTS"
issued its ridiculous manifesto on
curriculum reform, and this was
then greeted with enthusiasm by
various staff members. In order,
then, that discussions of this topic
become sensible, we propose the
following ground-rules for its
conduct.
0 n strictly philosophical
grounds, compulsory learning of
philosophy, especially when that
philosophy is a particular system
viewed as an end in itself, cannot
be justified. Such training does
not teach one how to think, but
what to think, and therefore is not
philosophy but ideology.
Even if one deny a basic premise

To The Editor:
Mr. Knauf in a review of the
School of Education class skits
gave his readers the impression
that the student skits were of some
use entertainment-wise. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
They were uniformly coarse,
juvenile, and untheatrical and as
such, should have had absolutely
no place on a university campus.
This blatant display of heavyhanded buffoonery gives conclusive evidence to a fact that should
be painfully obvious by now. The
School of Education is nothing
more than a glorified high school.
If the School of Education is to be
anything more than a marriage
market it must rid itself of the
sub-teen mentality thatruns rampnat through the corridors of

Champion.

John F. Mungovan

A&S >63
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CELUOID URREALISM
S
by
Artistic techniques have been intertwined with those of photography since the inception of a
practical camera. The relationbetween the fields was immediately
recognizable to the photographer
and his utilization of approaches
already perfected by the painter,
transformed the mere mechanical
snapping of a shutter into an
artistic experiencerequiring a professional knowledge of structure,
form, and balance.
With the advent of color photography, introduced in 1877 by
Louis Ducosde Haurov,came the
opportunity to deal not only with
structural considerations,but with
the artist's palette as well, and
photography came to be recognized as an art form in itself.
Experimentation became thekeynote of the photographic art and
exhibitions common occurences.
A wing of New York's Museum of
Modern Art is devoted specifically
to photography.
As new approachesdeveloped,so
did the technical mastery of photography's mechanical aspects
and, along with these, the dependence upon principles laiddown by
the artist also increased.

The varied brush strokes of the
artist became the new types of
"grain" in photographs, achieved
by ingenious techniques in the
darkroom. Shading in painting
was carried over into elaborate
lighting techniques in the studio.
Key perspectives were attained

..

THE CINEMA

is in its last few weeks.
Beacon Hill: In an excellent
study of mentally ill adolescents
and their struggle for acceptance
by society, David and Lisa continues in its third week.
Brattle: The third and finalweek
of its survey of Russian films
from 1925 to 1962 ends with
The Letter That Was Never Sent,
a story of contemporary Russia.
ganza,

.

Through Saturday.

Eclipse, win. Exeter: Antonioni's
Special

ner of the
Prize at the
Cannes Film Festival in 1962,
combines love and the Italian
stock exchange into a production
complete with an undefined ending.
Gary: The Irish Peter O'Toole
continues his notable role of a
British World War I figure.
Keith Memorial: Despite many
dubious attempts at producing a
film from a best-seller, To Kill a
Mockingbird is successful because
the subject matter is not sensationalized. The film realizes its
objective and no more.
Paramount: In a penetrating
study of the effects of alcohol and
marriage, Jack Lemmon and Lee
Remick star in Days of Wine and

Roses.
Park Sq. Cinema: Divorce-Italian Style is still going strong in
its 26th week.

THEATER

Agassiz Theater: Time Remembered (Leocadia)byJeanAnouilh
will be presented jointly by Harvard and Radcliffe through Sat.
$1.00

great deal more potential for employing the elaborations of art,
lagged far behind still photography in this respect. With its ability
to encompass a myriad of activity
at once and to blend and fade
scenes, there is seemingly no limit
to the possible forms and structures that could be created. Yet,
not until recently has the cinema
been employed with an eye toward
artistic expression.
Since the early silent days, the
cinema has concentrated on the
plot and used only stereotyped
techniques absolutely necessaryto

further this. The fadeout was used
for flashbacks and changes of
locale; a blurring effect was utilized for romantic scenes anddream
sequences; but the symbolic effects
derivable from artistic principles
were ignored.
With the introduction of color
came very little change. It was
employed only for the sake of
impressing, often immoderately
and garishly, coming to a culmination in the Cinerama extravaganzas.
Only recently have
producers begun to tap the pos-

sibilities of their medium.
Amazingly, the new emphasis
has come in the area of black and
white motion pictures rather than
in color, and futhermore, they've

William C. Franz

come from the European studios
which supposedly lie technically
far behind the American.
Ingmar Bergman's poetic masterpieces depend almost as much
on an organically symbolic
photographic approach as on
content and acting. There is a
studied structure and balance in
each scene of his films that raises
it above the level of an implement
for copying dramatic action and
transforms it into an aesthetic
form which correspondsartistically with the action portrayed.
American cinematography, fortunately, has begun to followsuit.
The fidelity of The Innocents to
James' Turn of the Screw derives
to a large extent from a magnificent employment of photography. Stark structural compositions are blurred sequences produced the macabre results intended by Alfred Hitchcock in
Vertigo and Psycho.
Studios are now employing art
directors who are more concerned
with art than editing on photographic reproductions.

With the new experimentation
taking place in small, semi-professional Greenwich Village studios and the competition of the
European cinema market, there
is the hope that the progress will
be continued and that the motion
picture will become a mediumable
to be criticized on artictic principles as well as dramatic.

TOWER TO TOWN

Astor: The Longest Day, the
popular World War II extrava-

..
.
.
.

via the practices of "cropping"
and the use of studied angles in
the creation of the photograph.
But the motion picture, having a

and $1.50.

.

..

by

Sheila Sullivan

8.U.: "Riders to the Sea," a

Vaughn-Williams one-act opera
based on Synge's play, and scenes

from five other contemporary
operas will be presented at the
Concert Hall tonight. Free.
Colonial: Opening March 18for
four weeks will be the road productionof Sound of Music.
Charles: Oh Dad, Poor Dad,
Mama's Hung You in the Closet
and I'm Feelin' So Sad has been
resumed after the fire and will
remain until March 31.
Image Theater: Two one-act
plays, The Trunk and All That
Jazz, are being presented. They
were written by Tim Kelly, a new

.

Walfes in her concert Sunday at
3:30 p.m. $1.55 and $2.10.
Wednesday will see a program of
vocal music prepared by Mr.
Wolfes of the New England Conservatory. Music will be from Debussy, Braunfels and Korngold
among others.
Thursday, March 21, Frederik
Prauanitz will conduct the first
U. S. performance of Hartmann's
Symphony No. 2 as well as the
Overture to Wagner's "Flying
Dutchman". Free.
MIT: Spring concert of the MIT
band will be presented in Kresge
auditorium tomorrow at 8:30

.
.
.
.
.

playwright.

p.m. $1.

an
John Hallowell, A Short Safari
Through Purgatory. It concerns
the entanglements of four college
students and will run until Sat.
Shubert: Opening Mori., March
18 and continuing to the 30th
will be Sheridan's School for
Scandal. Tickets went on sale
Monday. Heading the cast will be
Sir Ralph Richardson and Sir
John Gielgud.

Appearing Sunday will be the
New York String Sextet at 3 p. m.
Presented by the Humanities
Series, it will be heard in Kresge
Auditorium.
Sanders Theater: A program of
contemporary chambermusic will
be presented tomorrow at 8:30.

. Loeb: The experimental
theater
will present
original play by
.

CONCERTS AND RECITALS

Jordan Hall: Tomorrow, Boris
.Gutnikov,

.

the brilliant Russian
violinist, will give a performance
from the works for Bach, Brahams and Ravel.
John Hancock: Tonight and tomorrow night is the presentation
of the American Festival Ballet
program with Christine Hennessy
and Earle Sieveling. 8:30 p. m.
Betsy Frost, soprano, will be
accompanied at thepiano by Felix

$1.00.
Symphony:

Tomorrow Stan

Getz, outstanding tenor saxopho-

ist and leading figure in the Bosa
Nova movement, will give a concert of the same at 8:30 p.m.
$4, $3, $2.

FOLK SCENE

Donnelly: Tomorrow is the only
performance of the Clancy Bros.,
one of the top folk groups in the
country. The program will be
apropos for St. Patrick's Day.
Unicorn: Now through Sunday,
lan and Sylvia will be appearing
in a program of Canadian folk
songs.
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GREAT MYTH
by Ralph Fox
In today's society, the Roman Catholic Church is beginning to feel the pressure of many controversial issues
from both the spiritual and temporal orders. I will not
attempt to examine such external issues as birth control,
aid to education, or ecumenics; but I wouldlike to present
a few views on a matter central to the internal structure of
the Church.
In recent times, the modern
Church has tried, for the first
time on a large scale, to encompass an intellectual laity. Perhaps
I should rephrase this to say that
the well-educated laymen has confronted the Church and, not surprisingly, there has been friction
on the intellectual level. Undoubtedly this has been good for both
parties involved - the laymen in
many instances have come to a
deeper appreciation of the
Church's positions, both fundamental and sublime; on the other
hand the Church has developed
an awareness for the many
problems of modern society, and
has indicated at least partial willingness to listen to and evaluate
many new ideas. Evidence of this
healthy attitude can be seen in the
invigorization of the Vatican
Council.
But, unfortunately, many intellectuals have failed to survive
their theological parries with the
Catholic Church. Too many of
these light skirmishes lead to unbridgeable gaps during the -notso-tender college years. Perhaps
a great many of these saddening
conflicts can be traced to the
Church's long-standing belief
(also the greaty myth ofAmerican
democracy) in the equality of
children's ability, and, hence,
equality in education. The cor-

responding presupposition of
equality in theological aptitude
is an attitude which is hardly
conducive to any intellectual advancement within the Church.
What have the effects of such an
attitude been, and in what ways
can it be corrected?First, throughout grammar school and high
school, religion has been treated
as a purely emotionalexperience,

once all the catechism definitions
have been memorized.The present

Catholic educational system has
left little room for theological
speculation and maturity. However, it is heartening to discover
that occasionally the stated purpose of college theology courses to develop the Catholic"intellect"is being followed with approbation. We can only hope that such
a trend will become moreuniversal. What can be done to improve
the lower segment ofCatholic education? Because of the classroom
and teacher shortage expected in
the future, it has already been
suggested that the Church concentrate on elementary education
to the exclusion of such programs
in high schools. I don't think
such a drastic step is necessary
yet; I would propose that a Community of Sisters staff only elementary schools, leaving the high
schools to thebettertrained priests
and laymen.
Analogous improvements

should be sought in the other
medium of religious education:
the Sunday sermon. With such a
diversely-educated section of society now counted as Catholics,
it can hardly be expected that the

priest's Sunday instruction pertain to the needs or understanding

of all of his listeners. An amelioration of the situation could probably be made along the following
lines: a certain pre-announced
third of the day's Masses will
contain a sermon catered principally to those with a college
education.
Such a program, I would think,
deserves the careful consideration
of those influential enough to support this improvement. And
similar innovations need only be
the beginning of a campaign to
insure intellectual rapport within
the Catholic Church.
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EAGLES ROUT ST. LAWRENCE
By AL BURGOYNE
Jack Leetch led the Eagles to a
6-2 victory over St. Lawrence in the
semi-final round of the ECAC tournament. The Larries played a spirited
game but could not contain the hardhitting B.C. squad. The six goals for
the Eagles were scored by six different men.
Eddie Downes started the scoring
in the first period with a backhander
from 20 feet away. The high shot
beat St. Lawrence goalie Richie
Broadbelt cleanly. Less than three
minutes later Jack Callahan scored
with a blast from the blue line.
The Larries made the scoreboard
at the half-way mark of the period.
Lawrence Matheson took the puck
in his own end and skated in all
alone on Apprille. He shot and scored
from 30 feet away.
The third B.C. goal of the period
came at 16:39 Billy Hogan crossed
the blue line on the right wing and
left a drop pass for Paul Lufkin.
The junior wing who had been folHeights Photo?Ted Lawson lowing the play down ice scored
Paul Lufkin struggles with Biill Fryer behind the Harvard net while Godfrey Wood
Watch That, Old Chap
casts a wary glance over his shoulder.

with a slap shot which bounced off
Broadbelt's stick.
The icemen could not produce
another goal until 12:46 of the second period. Hogan had a shot
blocked but was able to get the rebound behind the net. He centered
the puck to Paul Aiken who was
waiting right in front of the net
to flip it in.
The Eagles fifth goal came at the
18 minute mark when Eddie
Downes centered from behind the
net to Eddie Sullivan. The Saints
got their second goal at 15:36 off
the stick of Gray Corby.
Jack Leetch, who played one of
his best games of the season tallied
the lone goal of the third period. He
took the puck at center ice from
Downes and skated down the left
wing. After getting around the defense he cut in front of Broadbelt
and backhanded it in.
Tom Apprille was easily the best
goalie in the tournament,
St. Lawrence he had 31 saves, many
of them on impossible shots.

?

Arlingto'sA
Apne ll-American?
?NDoSIAtuba,oy?ts?Snooks?

by MARK MULVOY
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an important athletic contest stares at Boston College.
"Gerry Ward will have to be at his best if B.C. is to beat so-and-so," the scholar would
assert before a 'key' basketball game. "Don't worry about it,"the misfit would retort "Ward's always at his best."
However, our genius never learns. Now, as Kevin Hynes sharpens skates for tonight's
match with North Dakota in the opening game of the 16th annual N.C.A.A. hockey tournament, he sputters that Tommy Apprille will have to be 'just great' in goal for B.C. to upset
the Sioux.

Listen pal, Apprille's played 28
great hockey games this year, and
he'll be great again tonight, don't
worry.
A junior in the C.B.A. Apprille
is one of the prime reasons that
equipment man Frank OTCeefe didn't
store away tlhe hockey gear last
week.
After all, how many of the experts
who congregate in the rear of the
Lyons Hall cafeteria thought at the
start of the season that the blocky
Arlington netminder would be a
nominee for All-American? It will
take a swindle to deprive Tommy
of all-New England honors.
Richie Broadbelt, the hot-and-cold
St. Lawrence goalie who already has
been billed as 'All-American by the
Larries gabman, Dick Baldwin, was
sunburned 12 times in last week's
E.C.A.C. tourney. An Ail-American?
it's hogwash, tripe, and stupidity.

-

.

Tommy backstopped Arlington to
"Apprille has to be the Ail-American goalie," declares 'Snooks' Kelley. G.8.1. League honors in his soph"Don't forget, he outplayed Broad- omore and junior seasons, but sat
belt three times this season, and out his final year after breaking a
was selected all-tournament goalie In leg in a post-season football game.
the E.C.A.C.'s Christmas Festival
He played freshmen football and
and in its playoffs last weekend
hockey here at the Heights, and last
"It's just impossible to overlook year was a member of Ernie Hefhim."
ferle's traveling squad.
"Tommy's statistics this year are
Hcnvever, when he came out for
amazing. He allowed only 66 goals hockey in December, Charlie Drisfor a 2.28 per-game average, and coll, now playing with the U.S. entry
against Eastern rivals it dipped to in the World Championships, had the
2.07.
starting job wrapped up.
The true Indicator of a goalie's
Overweight because of his footability, though, is the percentage of ball activity Tommy was relegated
Heights Photo?Ted Lawson
Shots that he stops. Apprille's mark to the bench. He started twice, They shall
not pass?St. Lawrence wing Dwight Dower meets the Irone
any
.933,
was
N.H.L. netminder though, when Driscoll was injured, resistible force and the immoveable object all rolled into one
Tom
would relish.
losing to Harvard, 6-1, in the Gar- Apprille.
Apprille, oddly enough, came to den and then beating Vale, 6-3.
B.C. on a football scholarship after
Apprille forgot about playing halfbeing an all-scholastic choice in two back this Fall, and now it looks as
sports for Eddie Burns at Arlington though he'll be a hockey All-AmeriHigh.
can.
?

JOHNSDOWN EAGLES IN O.T.

The hockey team came within one
Canadian of winning the ECAC championship. The Canadian was Gene
Klnasewich who scored in a sudden
death overtime to nullify an inspired
effort by Tom Apprille in the B.C.
nets. Apprille had 38 saves in the
game where the lead see-sawed back
and forth throughout.
Eddie Downes scored the first goal
for B.C. E. J. Breen had taken a
shot which was blocked by Harvard's
goalie, Godfrey Wood. The rebound
bounced out in front of the net
where Downes was waiting to backhand it in.. This score came at 2:39
of the first period.
Just over three minutes later, Paul
Lufkin skated down the right wing
and put another backhander past
Wood.

CRIMSON STRIKE BACK

In the second period Harvard
scored twice. Baldy Smith tallied on
his own rebound at 9:15. Then at
15:54 Kinasewich broke away and
came in all alone on Apprille. He drew
the Eagle goaltender out of position
and tihen shot the puck into the
empty net to tic the score at 2-2.
Harvard scored first in the wild
third period. Bill Fryer took a long
shot from the left point which was
Heights Photo?Ted Lawson tipped in by Kinasewich. The Eagles
Ifs all yours Jack?Jack Leetch moves in on Bill Hogan's drop pass. A moment later the puck whistled past tied the score again at 11:08. Billy
Hogan skated down the right wing.
the head of Godfrey Wood into the nets.

circled behind the Harvard net, and
got a centering pass to Jack Leetch
who flipped the puck past Wood.

SUDDEN DEATH

The Eagles had a perfect scoring
opportunity at the start of the overtime period. Harvard was penalized
for having too many men on the
ice but neither the second nor the
first lines could produce a score.
With 4:49 gone in the period.
Gene Kinasewich won the game with
his third goal of the night. He took
the puck at center ice, skated down
the right wing past the B.C. defense,
cut in front of the net and scored.
?AL BURGOYNE
At five minutes before 1 a.m.
in the morning, the staff of the
"Heights" can be heard talking
in their normal tones all the way
down in the foyer. This is as surprising to the staff as it is to
you, our faithful readers. As you
know (and as we have proved
by the scientific method) the
"Heights" office is 178 half yards
from the foyer.
This organization has been accused in the past of disrupting
meetings. What strange gatherings are being held in the small
hours in McElroy Commons?

.
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Miller Hopes for Mar. 25 Weather Break;
Expects Over 75 Players at Sessions

By JERRY FARRELL
Watching the weather these days are Jim Miller and assistants. Should spring actually
arrive as scheduled, spring football practice will get under way March 25> and all eyes will be on
the Eagles' watching to see if this year's team can equal or better the fine 8-2 season had by BosFOOTBALL
ton College last year.
"We've got to get out by at least April 1, and if we do, we hope to have the practice
was about to hit
Just as last's week edition of the Heights
session
by May 4, "told Miller earlier this week.
grid
their
finished
completed
the stands it was announced that B.C. had
expect from 75 to 80 boys out
"I
pretty
reporter
looked
for the coming campaign. This
who had read his for the sessions, but of course this
silly talking about Penn State when everyone
Last year the
worthy to is only a guess
been
deemed
morning paper knew that Wichita had
weather conditions did bother us a
present Coach Miller's squad with a little opposition next sea- bit, but we were able to go outdoors
by the first week in April
There By Tom Duffy
team under the leadership of Capt.
very little at most.
son
by LARRY LARSON

PERSPECTIVE

.. . . .

scLdule

it
For those of you who don't know or can't remember,
for
Villaopposition
Sun
Bowl
was Wichita which provided the
apnova two years ago, and lostby the way, 17-9 So, itas does not
of
our
one
pear unlikely that we will be able to count them
victims by next November.
Looking at the rest of the schedule, only Syracuse looms as
any opposition for the Maroon and Gold next season and they will
be the first club to be faced. From there on out it is simply a case
of how many more victories can the Eagles rack up.

are a lot of boys coming up from
After closing out the regular in- Jim Owens. Owens, who begins his
the freshman team who we will be door season at the IC4A Track Meet career as a teacher come next Sepwatching. Naturally, one of the main
in Madison Square Garden, the Bos- tember, has been the mainstay of the
tasks which we will have is to find ton
College track squad is looking team and has become one of the
replacements for those who are
forward to continued sucesss in the favorites in Boston track circles.
graduating this year. There is most up-coming spring running season.
As for the outdoor season, coach
room

here in the line, but things Bolstered by returning sophomores

are also wide open in the backfield, Lucien Tessier and Phil Jutras, who
but of course, we at least have some missed much of the indoor season
experienced

players coming back
there. We will again stress team
"ipecd ths year.
This is not to say that we will go undefeated next season
"The boys have been working out
(that is highly unlikely), but it is a possibility. If the Millermen during the winter months on their
getting good
well
own. We've been
can get by the Orange
response from the players on this.
Air Force is the dark horse team. They have a fabulous They've been taking part in weightcrop of sophomores coming up and if they can click in time, the lifting programs, running, isometrics.
This has helped many of them to
flyboys may have themselves a ballclub.
increase in size and strength."
Buffalo, Virginia, Vanderbilt, B.U. and Detroit should proWhen asked if there was any
vide little opposition to a club which promises to be as good as truth to the rumor that he intends
the '63 edition should be.
to use a completely different offense
for this coming season, Miller denied
That leaves only the Wildcats and Crusaders. Villanova any such plans. "Naturally there will
has been a surprise the past few seasons and has been tough be additions and substractions to our
to beat. Holy Cross is Holy Cross and all bets are off when you list of plays, but no major change is

play a traditional rival. They should fall, as Cassius Clay would
say, but the Cross has a habit of upsetting the best of plans.

planned."

Miller explained what he and his
assistant coaches have been doing
since last December 1. Recruiting
public relations, re-running films
from last year, breaking down films
of coming opponents, etc., have all
Why has Harvard refused to participate in the NCAAs been on the schedule. As we left Milunder the guise that they disagree with the recruiting policies of ler he went back to work on his
the Western clubs when their own Gene Kinasewich is of the possible six-deep roster for next

Pre pre-season prediction: 9-1

QUESTIONS

THAT NEED ANSWERING

same ilk as the "pros" from the West?
Wasn't Jerry Farrell hitting the nose on the head when he
that
going to the Nationals would give the fans a chance "to
said
see professional Canadians in action against local amateurs."
Shouldn't B.C. be the sentimental favorite of the average
fan at the Nationals, if only because they are the only American
team participating?

Will Commander Shea Field be reclaimed in time for the
opening of the baseball season in April?
Will Jack Leetch be voted All-America and then go on to
be become an NHL defenseman
the first B.C. grad ever to
make the pros?
When will they get around to holding the election for
next year's basketball captain and is it possible that they will
can you guess
break with tradition and elect a non-senior?
which non-senior might get it?

Could it be possible that all the sob-sisters will convince
Bob Cousy that he should return to the Celtics for another season
and leave B.C. holding the bag?

EagclGelorspeC
ds ampaign

TRAMCKESNWI PRING

season.

due to injury and illness, the squad
is hoping to improve on their spring
performances of last year which
ranked them among the ten best
teams in the nation.
At the IC4A meet, three members
of B.C.'s team finished in the top
five in their events against competition from fifty-two colleges along
the eastern seaboard. Senior Larry
Rawson, running with a spike injury
inflicted on him in a previous meet,
finished fifth in the two mile run,
and still managed to turn In the fastest time ever run by a B.C. two
jumper Hank
miler. Junior broad
Keller also placed fifth in his
specialty and missed third place by
less than six inches. Soph Bob Gilvey
picked up a fourth place in the 600
yard run in a B.C. record and also
found himself in a close one, missing
third place by two-tenths of a second.
Looking back on the indoor season,
it can easily be seen that it was one
of the finest in B.C.'s history. No
less than 15 records were set by the

-

Gilligan has started most of his
runners on a distance training program. Then, as the season draws
near, most of the runners, especially
the sprinters and quarter milers,
will integrate speed work with their
(Should any
distance program.
students be interested in coming
out for the team, now would be the
opportune moment).
The meet schedule this spring,
while retaining the customary opponents such as Holy Cross and
Boston University, will add another
event in the person of the nationally
famous Perm Relays. It's been quite
a few years since B.C. has brought
a team to compete in this relay
carnival so there should be some
really stiff competition to make the
team. In this meet, gold watches
are presented to the winning relay
squad and a massive bronze plaque

is awarded to the college.
After the Perm Relays, there's the
outdoor version of the IC4's and then
the national collegiate championships
out in New Mexico. Between now
and then, there's liable to be a few
aches, a few pains, and, for the
team's sake more than a few firsts.

Frosh Stan Urban:
Champion Skater
by Irv Goss
Stan Urban, a Boston College
freshman from Buffalo, New York,
comprises one half of the team
which won the 1963 United States
Dance Figure Skating championship.
Sally
He and
his partner,
Schantz, a beautiful 19 year old red
head from Utica, New York, won the
title last February 7th, Bth, and 9th
at Long Beach, California.
Three weeks earlier they had won
the Eastern Gold Dance Championship in Philadelphia, After winning
the nationals, they competed for
the North American title at Vancouver, British Columbia, where they
finished third, behind two Canadian
couples.

Between February 27th and March
3rd they were in Cortina, Italy for
the World Championships. They finthe season with 19 points, dropped
ished
7th and were the top Ameria close decision to the New England
can couple.
Champion, John Cerra from SpringThough both had been skating
field College.
since childhood, Sally and Stan had
Frank Bergon was decisioned by not worked as a team until last
George Ballantyne, a Coast Guard summer. They practiced all sumentry who finished fifth. Footballer mar, but Stan, who had graduated
John Flanagan made B.C. closest bid from Camisius high school in Buffafor a score as he dropped a 4-3 ver- lo, was due
to start in Pre-Med at
dict to Dave Leavitt of Dartmouth.
B. C. in September.
Despite their inability to post a
Sally gave up her job to come
score, the tournament was not a to Boston so they could continue
tatal loss for the B.C. matmen. Com- practicing. Using the rink at the Bospeting against a host of established ton Skating Club or McHugh, the
rquads, the Eagles gained a good couple began at 5:30 each morning
:!eal of W estling experience and and worked until Stan had to leave
knowledge which will be benefi- to get ready for classes.
cial in '63-64 their second season
Their hard work paid off with the
of varsity competition, and in their championship, a J3,Q00 trophy and
a, itrip to Italy. Unfortunately Stan
EnNTIglanehndwTournament

College
The Boston
wrestlers
closed out their first season of varsity competition last weekend in the
New England Wrestling Tournament
held at Springfield College.
The B.C. squad, one of fourteen
New England college entries, encountered its stiffest competition to
date.
Jerry Amann lost a 6-2 decision to
the Coast Guard Academy's Mike
Bishton who went on to finish third
in the tourney. Bob Daley was pinned by fourth place winner Joe
Rosenn of Amherst.
In the 147 lb. class Jeff Cates was
pinned by Tufts' Jon McAlear, a
runner-up New England Champion
in high school. George Kaup, the
Eagfles' lone senior 1 and top ; scorer of

.

had to return to school immediately
after the competition and could not
tour Europe with the rest of the
U.S. team.
With competition over,; they. wifl
now skate in various ice shows

throughout the country. Next Year
they'll be back to defend their title
and hope to improve their world
standing. After that, the Winter
Olympics, in 1964 looms large in.their
plans, k A »t'li
\'=-!*S>oC' »<\u25a0 t>r,«H
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B.C. Opens With Dakota

BYREMEL
MUSTHAP
Tonight at 8:15 Boston College and North Dakota will face-off at McHugh Forum in
the first of two semi-final rounds of the NCAA Tourney. Tomorrow at the same time
Denver and Clarkson will meet in the other semi-final. Saturday afternoon will see the
by Terry Ryan
two losers paired off in a consolation round. The championship game will be played
And now the haze has cleared, the dressing rooms are Saturday night at the Forum.
see Leetch
empty, those thousand people standing behind the stadium
Boston College's hard pressed whom were put out of action in Don't be surprised to
seats have gone the many miles home. If they had come to Eagles will be playing without the last Saturday night's encounter back at the blue line occasionally,
but the task of filling in for Duffy
chant and shout for Harvard, they went away with broad services of Captain Paul Aikenand with Harvard.
will fall primarily to Sophomore
Kelley
"Snooks"
is
defenseman
Coach
John
Duffy,
Dave
both of
smiles over their faces. For thos^ofu^romth^Heigrhts,
expected to keep Bill Hogan and Norm Nelson. Teamingwith Ralph
it was a much sadder night.
Jack Leetch together on B. C.'s Toran on the second defense, the
1 END OF THE LINE
It isn't that one expects to rj
line. The job of skateing right 510", 155 pound Nelson will see
BY CHUCK PHILLIPS first
action. He will be the
win every time, it's just that
wing on this unit has fallen to Paul plenty of
Sophomore on the Eagles
third
can
put
Lufkin.
Whether
Lufkin
there are some people that
the scoring touch back into this first two defenses.
you hate to see Boston ColKelley will send Pete Flaherty out
line will be seen tonight.
lege lose to. Cooney Weiland THATS
COACM
There has been speculation all to center the second wave. Eddie
and the Harvard hockey
week that Kelley might be forced Sullivan, who did a marvelous job
by the loss of Duffy to move Leetch covering Gene Kinasewich in the
team happen to head my
back to the blue line. Last year, ECAC final, will be skating on the
list of such people.
suAffsiusowe
when a rash of injuries stripped the right wing. E. J. Breen has been
club of its defensive strength, he moved from his spot as center on
It could have been worse,
was moved back to the point and the third line and will be at left
without Tom Apprille it
wing on this line.
did an excellent job in that posiwould have been. At least
tion;
Your guess is as good as mine
the Eagles have another
as to what the third line will look
chance to prove themselves.
like. Eddie Downes, the man who
puts the puck in the net, will be on
No matter what raay happen
the right wing. The other wing and
in the NCAA, B. C. will have
the center slot are still underprestige
having
the
of at least
termined.
played in a national chamKen Giles has the inside track for
one of these positions. His hustling
pionship tournament. This
play since the injury of Jack Marsh
brings us to the question of Harvard University and
should earn him a spot for a regular
Tourney.
play
their decision not to
in NCAA
turn. Bob Stonehouse, "Boots"
The fantasy that the pure amateurs of Cambridge must
Connolly, and Jim Ambrose are
be protected from the influence of the professional
all in contentionfor the other position. This trio of Sophomores, all
Canadians of the WHCA is simply ridiculous. The reup from the J. Y. team is going to
cruiting practices of some of the Western teams might
have to produce at leastone varsity
well turn an Ivy heart to stone, but Harvard feels no
hockey player in a hurry.
similar revulsion at the thought of putting Clarkson and
The chance of B. C. going with
St. Lawrence, both well stocked with Canucks, on their
three defensemen or two lines for
regular season schedule. Frankly, I think that the Grimthis evening's game was quickly
son's refusal goes quite a bit deeper than that.
voted down by Coach Kelley. "I
would hate to have to do it in one
No one likes to lose, but you can't win all the time.
of our regular games against Eastpeople
willing
Most
are
to accept a certain number of
ern opposition. Against theseteams
defeats as a fact of life?and to except them with good
it wouldbe Murder.
grace. But defeat is never understood in these terms on the
fair side of the Charles. No fool would allow a Harvard
sports team to become involved in a Tournament in which
victory was not likely. The records show all too well that
through the years the Eastern entrants to the NCAA Tourney have faired none too well. Year in and year out the
Western clubs are faster and stronger. It is a rare occasion when the Tourney finale does not find two of-them
battling it out with eachother.
BY BERNIE McGOVERN
Is it possible that Harvard's Faculty Athletic Committee
won't allow Kinasewich & Comp., Inc. to play in the
The ECAC's photo finish between
BC and Harvard last weekendhad
NCAA because they fear that they might well be tromped
upon? It must really burn the Eastern selectors for the its counterpart in Western College
NCAA to see their supposedly top team turn down the Tournament finals as Denver
past North Dakota, 5-4
bid for the second year in a row. Whatever the chances squeezed
in overtime.
willing
may be, Boston College is at least
to give it a
In these sextets the Western Coltry, a great try.
legiate Hockey Association is send"The greatest line in College Hockey"
ing to the NCAA's two very evenly
Ask "Snooks" Kelley who fits the above description, and matched entrants-so even that they
you can be certain before hand of the reply that you are split four games during theregular
going to get. Until Paul Aiken's smashed right hand season. Coach Murray Armbroke up the line, the Hogan-Aiken-Leetch unit was recogstrong's Denver Pioneers come East
23 saves per game and a he pumped three goals into the
nized as the finest working combination ever seen in local sporting a 22-8-1 ledger, while with
average, will be in the nets for bulging Tech. net. Two minutes
3.1
college hockey. There have been some great lines here North Dakota possesses a 20-7-3 the Pioneers tomorrow night.
later, he addedanother one.
about, but none could match the speed and finesse of overall mark.
North Dakota will be engaging The defensive corps is led by Don
these three on the ice.
Denver will be making its first in its third National Tournament Ross, who has slapped in 12 goals
way
to end a colappearance ever at McHugh
I can't think of a more frustrating
when it meets p. C. in the opener from his point position and hardlegiate athletic career than that which has overtaken Paul Forum when they do battle with tonight In '58 the Sioux were run- checking George Goodare. Goalie
Aiken. To captain a team to the NCAA Tourney and Clarkson tomorrow night. The nersup to Denver, but took top Joe Loch, owner of a 2.4 average,
then be put out of action the week before the start, there's Pioneers last visited the Hub three honors a year later by nipping in mans the Sioux'slastline of defense.
in the NCAA's at the overtime both St. Lawrence and
no justice in the world. That Dave Duffey and Jack Marsh years ago
skating off with the tourney Michigan State.
Arena,
should miss the Tourney and all that goes with playing championship.
in it, well at least they have another year, for Aiken there
The Crimson and Gold are led Dave Merrifield and Al McLean
is no next year.
in the scoring department by right are Coach Barry Thorndyeraft's
Teaming with Aiken on that vaunted first linewere Bill winger Billy Staub with 41 points, leading point-getters. The former
Hogan and Jack Leetch. Right now, I doubt if even while Don Fragonieni, left wing, has totaled 48 thus far, while McCoach Kelley himself knows whether he will preserve the and Captain Marshall Johnson Lean's 15 goals and schoolrecord
BEAT
last two-thirds of his line or move Leetch back to defense have compiled 35 and 32 point of 32 assists leaves him only a
NORTH
single point behind Merrifield.
to fill the void left by Dave Duffey's untimely shoulder accounts.
and
points
The
Denver
second
line
can't
be
Gurba
with
35
Wayne
separation.
DAKOTA
underproduction since George Chigol with 34, plus Ernie
It's hard to say anything new about Bill Hogan. His accused of Jon
Art and Bob Hamill Dyda, a 32 point center, give the
well deserved recognition last year as a first team All both center
registered over 25 points Dakotans two highly talentedlines.
have
American speaks for itself. Hehasbeen the playmaker that apiece. Jack Wilson, a 30 point Mr. Chigol also distinguished himmade the line click for the last four years. For the past man, Doug Kowel, Jim Kenning selfearlier this seasonwhen he went
few weeks he has not been able to buy a goal, but that and Bob Linsay form the core of on a scoring spree against Michicould change quickly.
the Denver defense. Rudy Unis, gan Tech.. In seventy-five seconds
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